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In this supplementary material, we first discuss the RNN-
based boundary scoring mechanism of our CPN and show
more visualization results to support its false-positive re-
duction ability. Then, we provide the action detection re-
sults, including more recent state-of-the-art results. Finally,
we detail the way of label assignment in model training.

0.1. Discussion of our RNN-based boundary scoring

This part discusses the benefits of our boundary scoring
mechanism. Table 1 summarizes the ablation study to as-
sess our model’s various configurations. Please notice that
we assume that each model configuration in Table 1 equips
with our complete feature enhancing mechanism. 1 Table 1
has six model configurations, and only the first configura-
tion, i.e., baseline-BS, is implemented without using RNNs
and directly predicts the probabilities of ps and pe akin to
BSN yet with the enhanced feature F. In contrast, the other
rows are RNN-based boundary predictions using the hidden
states of RNNs.

0.1.1 What are the advantages of CPN

Capturing temporal context via bidirectional RNNs is
useful. Comparing row 1 and row 2 shows that exploit-
ing the temporal context of actionness via the bi-directional
RNNs is beneficial, which improves AUC by 1.38%. The
recent Gao’s model [4] also supports this configuration.

Formulating the background context brings notable
performance gain. One special property of our CPN
is leveraging both the actionness and background via bi-
directional RNNs to co-estimate the action boundaries. The
design is derived from the observations that i) the fea-
tures for describing the long-time actionness/background
are more consistent along the temporal dimension than the
short-time; ii) a snippet could be an action-starting bound-
ary if its previous snippet is a background snippet, and its
subsequent snippet is an action instance. On the other hand,

1Table 1 is the revised version of Table 3 in the main paper, with brief
explanations per model configuration.

a snippet could be an action ending boundary if its previous
snippet is an action instance, and its subsequent snippet is a
background. Comparing row 2 and row 3 shows the perfor-
mance gain of 1.2% AUC compared with merely using the
actionness formulation.

Formulating the snippet-level probabilities pse and pc

is helpful. Comparing row 3 to row 4 and row 5 shows
that pse and pc’s snippet-level probabilities improve AUC
by 0.67% and 0.63%, respectively. Simultaneously using
two probabilities further improves AUC by 1.26% in com-
parison with the configuration in row 3.

Our CPN obviously reduces the false-positive boundary
predictions. Our CPN is able to significantly reduce the
false positives of action boundary estimations, as shown in
Figure 1. The reduction is derived from the boundary co-
estimation by leveraging the actionness and background via
bi-directional RNNs.

0.2. More experimental results

In this part, Figure 2 shows some examples of retrieving
the high-quality proposals of our CPN on the ActivityNet-
1.3 dataset. We also provide more recent results of the
state-of-the-art temporal action detectors on the THUMOS-
14 testing split in Table 2.

0.3. Label assignment

While training our CPN model, we separately define
i) the ground-truth snippet-level probabilities: actionness,
background, action starting, and action ending; ii) the
ground-truth proposal-level probabilities: confidence and
boundary-relation.

Given a video sequence X of lv frames comprising
Ng action instances, the n-th ground-truth action instance
(t̂ns , t̂

n
e ) means an action occurring from the t̂ns -th frame to

the t̂ne -th frame. We define three temporal intervals for the



Component Boundary Scoring (BS)

ps, pe pse pc AUC PG AR@30 AR@50 AR@80 AR@100 implementation of boundary prediction

1 baseline-BS 65.63 - 64.74 69.13 72.50 73.85 directly use the enhanced feature F

2 A - - 67.01 +1.38 65.94 70.49 74.12 75.70 only use actionness RNNs’ hidden states;

3 A+B - - 68.21 +2.58 67.58 71.56 74.93 76.28 use RNNs of actionness & background;

4 A+B 3 - 68.88 +3.25 68.26 72.37 75.68 77.12 use RNNs of actionness & background; with proposal-level probability pse

5 A+B - 3 68.84 +3.21 68.34 72.31 75.33 76.51 use RNNs of actionness & background; with proposal-level probability pc

6 A+B 3 3 69.47 +3.84 68.74 73.26 76.27 77.66 use RNNs of actionness & background; with proposal-level probabilities pse & pc

Table 1: Ablation study of boundary scoring mechanism on ActivityNet-1.3 validation split. PG: performance gain on AUC;
A/B: carry out the boundary prediction using the temporal context of actionness/background.
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(a) Reduction of false-positive boundary predictions by CPN on the video with Tumbling action.
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(b) Reduction of false-positive boundary predictions by CPN on the video with Calf roping action.

Figure 1: Effect visualization of our model compared to BSN [9]. For each subfigure, the top images are centered frames
of corresponding snippets on the video, and the bottom four charts are composed of ps on the left and pe on the right. Each
chart plots the predicted boundary probabilities (y-axis) over the snippet dimension (x-axis).
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(a) The qualitative results of CPN tackling the video of one single action instances.
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(b) The qualitative results of CPN tackling the video of multiple action instances.

Figure 2: Qualitative results of our CPN on ActivityNet-1.3 dataset. For each subfigure, the top images are corresponding
frames of the selected snippets covered by the proposals generated by CPN. The bottom bars per subfigure represent the
ground-truth action instances, top-scored predictions (yellow), and inferior predictions.

actionness rna , action starting rns , and action ending rne as

rna =
[
t̂ns , t̂

n
e

]
, (1)

rns =
[
t̂ns − dn/k, t̂ns + dn/k

]
, (2)

rne =
[
t̂ne − dn/k, t̂ne + dn/k

]
, (3)

where dn = t̂ne−t̂ns and k = 40. Furthermore, for each tem-
poral location tn within a region of [tn − dt/2, tn + dt/2],
we separately calculate the maximum overlap ratio IoR at
tn with rna , rns and rne as the corresponding label for ac-
tionness, action starting, and action ending, where dt =
tn − tn−1. The label of actionness and background is com-
plementary to 1. Additionally, the label of bi-directional ac-
tionness (background), namely −→p a and←−p a (−→p b and←−p b),
are the same. Here we define the proposal-level target val-
ues. Given an action proposal (tns , t

n
e ), we compute the

maximum Intersection-over-Union (IoU ) with all ground-
truth actions Ψg as the label of confidence probability pc.
Next, we simply multiply the i-th target value in ps and
the j-th target value in pe as the label of boundary-relation
probability pse.
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Table 2: Temporal action detection results on THUMOS-14 testing split. Supplemented results are shown in gray region.
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